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Arthur Holm presents its Dynamic 3 in the EMEA region for the first time during Infocomm
MEA.  Dynamic 3 is the latest addition to Arthur Holm furniture that integrates monitors and the
maker says, it’s “the only system on the market that is electrically foldable, closable and
rotatable.” 

    

Its’ predecessor (Dynamic 2) was limited to boardroom and conference room applications
because only people sitting in front of the screen could view its content. Now the new system
incorporates a 180º rotation mechanism. This allows content sharing between several people,
making it a viable solution for information counters at hotels, banks, insurance and retail
applications besides of course meeting, conference and board rooms.

      

The housing opens and closes using a motorized mechanism (a manual option is available); a
security mechanism halts the movement if it detects any objects in the way. The display can be
operated in both vertical and horizontal positions – the screen image re-orientates itself
automatically. The up, down, and rotation movements can be activated through the push
buttons or remotely; the Arthur Holm ERT interface and the AH net communication protocol
have been developed to control, configure and diagnose Arthur Holm monitors.

    

TThe system itself is built in a solid anodized block, with a sleek, high-end look, while a shallow
depth enables integration into special tables. Two screen sizes are available: 17in (Full HD) and
19in. Keyboard and mouse can sit neatly on an integrated tray, which rises as the monitor
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opens and touch screen is also an option.

    

Dynamic 3 can also be customized with microphone, voting system and by adding USB or any
other needed connectivity. HDCP compliant from the next month of November, its electronic
board Arthur Holm says is “the most complete of the market in terms of inputs and remote
control and remote diagnose capabilities.”

    

Go Arthur Holm’s Dynamic 3
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